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Abstract 

Diiron complexes bearing redox active diamine ligands have been studied as models of the 

active site of [FeFe]-hydrogenases. Heating [Fe2(CO)6(-edt)] (edt = 1,2-ethanedithiolate) 

with 2,2′-bipyridine (2,2′-bipy) or 1,10-phenanthroline (1,10-phen) in MeCN in the presence 

of Me3NO leads to the formation of [Fe2(CO)4(κ
2
-2,2′-bipy)(μ-edt)] (1-edt) and 

[Fe2(CO)4(κ
2
-1,10-phen)(μ-edt)] (2-edt), respectively, in moderate yields. In the solid-state 

the diamine resides in dibasal sites, while both dibasal and apical-basal isomers are present in 

solution. Both stereoisomers protonate readily upon addition of strong acids. Cyclic 

voltammetry in MeCN shows that both complexes undergo irreversible oxidation and 

reduction, proposed to be a one- and two-electron process, respectively. The structures of 

neutral 2-edt and its corresponding one- and two-electron reduced species have been 

investigated by DFT calculations. In 2-edt
-
 the added electron occupies a predominantly 

ligand-based orbital, and the iron-iron bond is maintained, being only slightly elongated. 

Addition of the second electron affords an open-shell triplet dianion where the second 

electron populates an Fe-Fe 
*
 antibonding orbital, resulting in effective scission of the iron-

iron bond. The triplet state lies 4.2 kcal mol
-1

 lower in energy than the closed-shell singlet 

dianion whose HOMO correlates nicely with the LUMO of the neutral species 2-edt. 
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Electrocatalytic proton reduction by both complexes has been studied in MeCN using 

CF3CO2H as the proton source. These catalysis studies reveal that while at high acid 

concentrations the active catalytic species is [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(κ
2
-diamine)(μ-edt)]

+
, at  low 

acid concentrations the two complexes follow different catalytic mechanisms being 

associated with differences in their relative rates of protonation.  

 

Keywords: hydrogenase, biomimic, redox active ligand, diiron, electrochemistry, diamine 

 

Introduction 

 

A recent focus in the synthesis of diiron biomimetics of the active site of [FeFe]-

hydrogenases centres on the incorporation of redox-active ligands
[1-11]

 to the diiron centre 

such that communication between the two electrochemically active centres can be assessed,
[1-

3]
 since such communication between the diiron and tetrairon sites in the so-called H-

cluster
[2,12-15]

 controls the activity of the enzyme. In 2005, Pickett and co-workers reported a 

model complex, [Fe4S4(L)3{Fe2(CH3C(CH2S)3)(CO)5}]
2-

 {L = 1,3,5-tris(4,6-dimethyl-3-

mercaptophenyl-thio)-2,4,6-tris(p-tolyl-thio)benzene}, in which the entire iron-sulfur 

framework of the active site of iron-only hydrogenase is assembled.
[2]

 The {4Fe4S} site in 

this model catalyst is easier to reduce than the {2Fe3S} site, which can transfer the added 

electron to the latter site.
[2]

 Reduction of the anchored cubane from {4Fe4S}
2+

 to {4Fe4S}
+
 

has recently been achieved in the natural system,
 [16a-b]

 and the neighbouring {4Fe4S} relay 

[16c]
 and spectroscopic and theoretical studies have suggested that such electron transfer 

occurs during turnover in natural systems.
[2,14,15]

 Pickett’s model catalyst can reduce protons 

at low over-potentials, but its inherent frailty and structural intricacy makes it practically 

unfeasible.  

 

Simple non-innocent redox-active ligands have attracted much attention in recent years as 

surrogates for the anchored cubane cluster.
[1,4,8-11,17]

 In this context, we have synthesized 

diiron biomimetics containing the redox-active diamines, 2,2′-bipyridine (2,2′-bipy) and 1,10-

phenanthroline (1,10-phen), ligands capable of coordinating to metals in a wide variety of 

oxidation states.
[18-20]

 Thus, 2,2′-bipy can be doubly reduced and both the π-radical mono-

anion (2,2′-bipy)˙
-
 and the diamagnetic dianion (2,2′-bipy)

2-
 have been crystallographically 

characterised. 
[21-24]

 Consequently, 2,2′-bipy is able to support metals from across the periodic 
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table
[25-31]

 and its complexes have numerous applications
[18,19,32-46]

. For example, [Ru(2,2′-

bipy)3]
2+

 is the most widely studied one-electron photo-redox catalyst and has facilitated 

significant advances in energy storage, hydrogen and oxygen evolution from water and 

methane production from carbon dioxide.
[18,19,32-35]

 Furthermore, the iron complex [Fe(1,10-

phen)3]
3+

 is widely used as a coordinatively saturated, one-electron oxidant, a redox indicator, 

and in model compounds of biologically active substances.
[36-46]

   

 

In 2007, Schollhammer and co-workers reported the first example of a [FeFe]-biomimetic 

diiron complex containing a chelating diamine, namely [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-pdt)] (2-

pdt) (pdt = SCH2CH2CH2S) (Chart 1).
[10]

 Subsequent work showed that this complex protonated 

upon addition of HBF4·Et2O to afford the bridging hydride, [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-H)(-

pdt)][BF4], which displayed poor thermal stability.
[8]

 In contrast, the related azadithiolate 

complex, [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-adt)] (2-adt) (adt = SCH2N

i
PrCH2S), undergoes 

protonation exclusively at the bridgehead nitrogen.
[9]

 More recently, Jones and co-workers have 

reported a detailed study of the related 2,2′-bipyridine complex, [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-pdt)] 

(1-pdt),
[11]

 which also protonates slowly at the metal-metal bond upon addition of strong acids. 

The electrochemistry of the latter was probed, the reductive chemistry being interpreted in terms 

of two closely spaced one-electron processes associated with the diiron centre and the 2,2′-bipy 

ligand.   

 

 

Chart 1. Biomimetic models of [FeFe]-hydrogenase containing diamine ligand. 

 

The nature of the dithiolate backbone has a subtle but significant impact on the reductive 

behaviour of [Fe2(CO)6(μ-dithiolatecomplexes as evidenced by the variety of products that 

result from the transfer of one and two electrons into such compounds,
[47-56]

 and the dithiolate 

bridge exerts significant influence on the electrocatalytic pathway.
[8,9,11]

 We therefore prepared 

[Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) and [Fe2(CO)4(

2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt) in order to 
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compare their electrochemical properties and catalytic activities towards proton reduction with 

the analogous pdt complexes. The results of these studies are reported herein.  

 

Results and discussion 

 

Synthesis and characterisation  

 

The 2,2′-bipy complex [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) was prepared by boiling an 

MeCN solution of [Fe2(CO)6(-edt)] with a slight excess of 2,2′-bipy in the presence of 

Me3NO·2H2O, being isolated after work-up as a dark green solid in 44% yield. In a similar 

manner, the 1,10-phen complex, [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt), was prepared as a 

green solid in 32% yield (Scheme 1). Both products are stable in the solid-state and in 

solution under an inert atmosphere, but solutions slowly decompose over a few hours when 

left standing in the air.  

 

 

 

Scheme 1. Syntheses of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) and [Fe2(CO)4(

2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt).∙ 

 

The two complexes were characterized by single crystal X-ray crystallography, the results of 

which are summarised in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The crystallographic analysis of 1-edt was 

straightforward, and the structure consists of a single molecule that contains a plane of 

symmetry incorporating the heavy atoms of the edt bridge and bisecting the iron-iron vector. 

For 2-edt, there are four independent molecules in the asymmetric unit with only minor 

differences being noted between the crystallographically independent molecules (Table 1). 

For each structure, the data were of a sufficiently good quality to enable location of all 

hydrogen atoms from difference maps, and these were refined isotropically. The two 

molecular structures are similar, the diamine binding in a chelating fashion and in a dibasal 

manner.
[9-11]

 The Fe–Fe, Fe–S and Fe–N bond distances are unexceptional and do not differ 

significantly between the two, and are also quite similar to those found in 1-pdt 
[11]

 and 2-pdt 

[10]
. A significant difference between the edt and pdt complexes is seen in the Fe–Fe–N bond 
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angles, with those in the 1,10-phen complexes being approximately 5
o
 larger than in the pdt 

complexes, a difference attributed to the more sterically demanding nature of the pdt ligand. 

The central carbon-carbon bond of the 2,2′-bipy ligand in 1-edt [1.464(3) Å] suggests that it 

is acting as a neutral diamagnetic ligand rather than a -radical monoanion, the latter being 

associated with shorter carbon-carbon bonds (between 1.41 – 1.43 Å).
[55,56]

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. ORTEP plots (50% thermal ellipsoids) of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) and one of the four 

independent molecules in the asymmetric unit of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt). Hydrogen atoms 

have been omitted for clarity.  

 

While a single isomer is seen in the solid state for both X-ray diffraction structures, two 

isomers are observed in solution in each case. For 2-edt, the aromatic region of the 
1
H NMR 

spectrum shows the presence of a small amount of a second isomer in a ca. 30:1 ratio. We 

suggest that the second isomer is the apical-basal isomer (as shown in Chart 2 for 1-edt). In 

the case of 1-edt, the ratio of the two isomers in CD2Cl2 at 298 K is ca. 3.5:1. Some of the 

aromatic resonances overlap but the methylene region of the 
1
H NMR spectrum is quite clear 

and consists of four signals, two being associated with each isomer. Reducing the 

temperature to 223 K did not result in any significant difference in the ratio but some of the 

aromatic resonances separated, making identification of individual protons easier. All of the 

aromatic protons in the basal-apical isomers should be magnetically inequivalent because of 

the inequivalence of the two coordinating nitrogen atoms. As described above, we could not 

resolve individual resonances for all aromatic protons, but this may be due to the chemical 

shift differences being small. We attribute the smaller signals to a basal-apical isomer, which 

in the case of 2-edt is computed to lie 6.9 kcal mol
-1

 higher in energy (Fig. S1). 
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Table 1. Selected structural parameters for 2,2′-bipy and 1,10-phen complexes (bond lengths 

in [Ǻ] and bond angles in [
o
]) 

Compound 

 
1-edt 1-pdt

[11] 
2-edt 2-pdt

[10]
 2-adt

[9]
 

Fe–Fe 

 

 

 

 

Fe–N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fe–Fe–N 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

N–Fe–N 

2.5318(5) 

 

 

 

 

1.967(1) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

100.69(4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

81.41(8) 

2.5623(4) 

 

 

 

 

1.982(2) 

1.990(2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

107.95(4) 

105.34(4) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80.81(6) 

2.5321(6) 

2.5298(6) 

2.5227(6) 

2.5221(6) 

 

1.971(2) 

1.987(2) 

1.969(2) 

1.972(2) 

1.962(2) 

1.976(2) 

1.962(2) 

1.977(2) 

 

99.67(2) 

102.54(7) 

99.99(7) 

102.44(7) 

99.93(7) 

101.74(7) 

99.06(7) 

102.05(7) 

 

81.7(1) 

82.3(1) 

82.4(1) 

82.2(1) 

2.5483(4) 

 

 

 

 

1.986(2) 

1.993(2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

105.33(4) 

104.89(5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

81.71(7) 

2.5354(8) 

 

 

 

 

1.989(3) 

1.983(3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

102.76(9) 

101.55(9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

81.8(2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 2. Dibasal and apical-basal isomers of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt).  

 

Evidence of isomers is also seen in the IR spectrum of 1-edt, which is more complex than 

that of 2-edt. Specifically, two overlapping high-energy absorptions are seen at 2023 and 

2010 cm
-1

, the latter being somewhat larger. Comparison of these values with that of 2010 

cm
-1

 for 2-edt permits us to conclude that the absorption band at 2010 cm
-1

 in 1-edt is 

associated with the dibasal isomer. In contrast, both IR and NMR data suggest only the 

presence of the dibasal isomer in solution for 1-pdt.
[11]

 Unlike 1-edt, the solution IR 
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S

N

N
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Fe
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S N

N
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spectrum of 1-pdt shows only three bands at 2007, 1937 and 1896 cm
-1

, characteristic of the 

dibasal isomer.
[11]

 Given that IR frequencies are (to some extent) a measure of electron-

density on the diiron centre, this suggests that the 2,2′-bipy ligand in the dibasal position acts 

as a better -donor, creating a relatively electron-rich centre as compared to the basal-apical 

isomer. While related isomerism has been observed in diphosphine complexes of this type,
[57-

59]
 this does not lead to significantly different NMR spectra. The difference observed here 

may be important to later studies relating to the protonation and oxidation-reduction of the 

complex (vide infra). For example, protonation and oxidation are likely to be more 

favourable for the relatively electron-rich dibasal isomer, while reduction may be favoured 

for the apical-basal isomer.  

 

Protonation studies  

 

Schollhammer and co-workers 
[8]

 have shown that addition of HBF4·Et2O to a CH2Cl2 

solution of 2-pdt at low temperatures results in the formation of a bridging hydride complex, 

[Fe2(CO)4(-H)(
2
-1,10-phen)(-pdt)][BF4] (2H

+
-pdt). This has been crystallographically 

characterized but shows poor stability in solution at room temperature. Similarly, Jones and co-

workers 
[11]

 have reported that 1-pdt protonates slowly (ca. 6 mins) upon addition of HBF4·Et2O 

in MeCN to afford [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-pdt)][BF4] (1H

+
-pdt). Addition of 

HBF4.Et2O to CH2Cl2 solutions of 1-edt and 2-edt lead to rapid consumption of the neutral 

complexes consistent with protonation, new IR bands at 2102, 2050 and 1990 cm
-1

 for 1-edt, 

while addition to 2-edt gave the rapid appearance of three new absorptions at 2102, 2047 and 

1989 cm
-1

, which over a few minutes were replaced by absorptions at 2108, 2063, 2048 and 

2018 cm
-1

. Unfortunately, extensive and rapid decomposition of the generated products lead 

us to abandon this acid. Addition of two equivalents of CF3CO2H to 1-edt in CH2Cl2 at room 

temperature led to an immediate change in colour from green to red with the complete 

disappearance of 1-edt and the appearance of new absorptions at 2098, 2093, 2077, 2039, 

2027, 1992 and 1973 cm
-1

 (Fig. S2a). Over a few minutes, the (small) absorption at 2077 cm
-1

 

disappeared, while the other six bands remained, diminishing slowly over ca. 90 minutes. 

Similar observations were noted for 2-edt (Fig. S2b). Thus, we believe that the diiron centre 

in both 1-edt and 2-edt is rapidly protonated by strong acids. The new absorption bands 

compare well with those of 2098, 2043 and 1985 cm
-1

 associated with 2H
+
-pdt

[10]
 and 2098, 

2044 and 1970 cm
-1

 for 1H
+
-pdt

[11]
. We attempted to follow the protonation of 1-edt and 2-
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edt by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy but in both cases after addition of acid all signals broadened 

significantly and no hydride signal could be observed
1
. We realise that this could be the result 

of protonation at sulfur, which has been proposed to occur upon addition of HBF4·Et2O to 

[Fe2(CO)4(
2
-dppp)(-SC6H2Cl2S)] in CH2Cl2

[60]
 and addition of HOTf to 

[Fe2(CO)4(PMe3)2{SCH2N(C6H4-p-NO2)CH2S}] in MeCN
[61]

, although in neither case has 

the SH proton being observed by NMR or has crystallographic confirmation been obtained. 

Further, an average IR shift of +63 cm
-1

 is found for sulfur protonation of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-

dppp)(-SC6H2Cl2S)] but +130 cm
-1

 for [Fe2(CO)4(PMe3)2{SCH2N(C6H4-p-NO2)CH2S}], 

making protonation at sulfur impossible to determine on the basis of IR data. We thus favour, 

based on the similarity of our IR observations with those of Schollhammer
[10]

 and Jones
[11]

 

and the crystallographic characterisation of [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(
2
-1,10-phen)(-pdt)][BF4] (2H

+
-

pdt)
 [10]

, formation of [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)]

+
 (1H

+
-edt) and [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(

2
-

1,10-phen)(-edt)]
+
 (2H

+
-edt) upon addition of CF3CO2H. Dibasal and basal-apical isomers are 

possible (Scheme 2) and DFT calculations on 2H
+
-edt confirm that the dibasal isomer is 3.0 

kcal mol
-1

 more stable than its apical-basal counterpart. 

 

 

 

Scheme 2. Possible isomers of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1H

+
-edt). 

 

Electrochemistry  

 

The redox behaviour of 1-edt and 2-edt were studied in MeCN by cyclic voltammetry. Both 

show an irreversible reduction wave at Ep = –2.05 V, together with an irreversible oxidative 

wave at Ep = –0.18 V, suggesting that the nature of the diamine has little electronic impact 

upon the diiron core (Fig. 2). Peak currents for 1-edt are consistently larger than those for 2-

edt, which is also observed for the free diamines that show a single reduction wave at Ep = –

                                                 
1
 We have also observed similar behaviour for [Fe2(CO)4(

2
-dppe)(-edt)], addition of acid leads to IR changes 

consistent with formation of [Fe2(CO)4(-H)(
2
-dppe)(-edt)]

+
 (akin to those noted for the corresponding pdt 

complex
[58]

) but we were unable to identify a hydride resonance by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy. 
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2.63 V (2,2′-bipy) and Ep = –2.46 V (1,10-phen), respectively (Fig. S3). Jones and co-

workers investigated the electrochemistry of [Fe2(CO)4(κ
2
-2,2′-bipy)(μ-pdt)] (1-pdt) under 

similar conditions and showed by controlled-potential coulometry that the irreversible 

reduction at Ep = –2.06 V is a two-electron process, and suggested that one electron is 

associated with the diiron centre and the second with the 2,2′-bipy ligand.
[11]

 This is 

consistent with the reduction potentials of the free diamines that are expected to show a 

positive shift due to the removal of electron density upon coordination to iron (Fig. S3). A 

plot of the current function (ip/√ν), associated with the reduction of 1-edt and 2-edt, against 

scan rate (ν) shows that it deviates from linearity only at very slow scan rates, i.e. the 

electrode process tends towards a one-electron transfer on the shorter time scale, otherwise 

the reductions are two-electron electrode processes (Fig. S4). No significant change has been 

observed on the CVs of the two complexes when the scan rate is varied (0.025 to 1 V/s) (Figs. 

S5 and S6). 

 

-50

-30
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30

-2.5 -1.8 -1.1 -0.4
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/Fc

C
u

rr
e
n
t 
/ 
μ
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Fig. 2. CVs of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) (black) and [Fe2(CO)4(

2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt) 

(brown) in MeCN (1 mM solution, supporting electrolyte [NBu4][PF6], scan rate 0.1 Vs
-1

, glassy carbon 

electrode, potential vs Fc
+
/Fc). 

 

The diiron centre in both 1-edt and 2-edt is oxidized irreversibly at Ep = –0.18 V. The nature 

of this has been probed chemically using [Cp2Fe][BF4] as the oxidant. Addition of one 

equivalent to a CH2Cl2 solution of 1-edt or 2-edt gave an instant colour change, from dark 

green to orange for 1-edt and from dark blue to yellow for 2-edt, concomitant with the 

appearance of new IR bands at 2106, 2100, 2060, 2048, 2023 cm
-1

 and 2106, 2100, 2062, 

2048, 2026 cm
-1

 associated with the formation of 1-edt
+
 and 2-edt

+
, respectively (Fig. S7). 

The intensity of these bands relative to those of the starting materials is relatively low, and all 

absorptions disappeared over a few minutes. This is consistent with the irreversible nature of 
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the electrochemical oxidation. On the basis of the IR data, we cannot fully assign the 

structures of these oxidized species but as the lowest energy absorptions are at 2023-2026 cm
-

1
,
 
it would appear that a semi-bridging carbonyl ligand has not been generated. 

 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

 

In order to understand the sequence and consequences of electron addition to these 

complexes we have carried out a series of DFT calculations on 2-edt, (2-edt)
-
 and (2-edt)

2-
. 

Initially we optimized the ground-state structure of 2-edt, and the obtained structural 

parameters agree well with those of the X-ray crystal structure (Fig. S8). The major 

component of the HOMO is the iron-iron bonding orbital (Fig. 3, left) which is consistent 

with the 96 cm
-1

 blue shift of the highest energy CO-absorption after chemical oxidation with 

[Cp2Fe][BF4]. The LUMO of 2-edt is predominantly 1,10-phen π* character in nature but 

also has a small iron-iron anti-bonding component (Fig. 3, right).  The calculated iron-iron 

bond length of 2.558 Å is close to that of 2.548(1) Å (av.) found in the solid state. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt). The contour plots are 

printed at an isovalue of 0.55. 

 

The addition of an electron to the LUMO affords the radical anion 2-edt
-
, and the orbital 

composition of the SOMO looks very much like the LUMO of 2-edt (Fig. S9). The small 

degree of antibonding character in the Fe‒Fe bond of 2-edt
-
 results in a slight elongation of 

the Fe-Fe bond by ~0.12 Å to 2.678 Å relative the neutral parent. The Wiberg bond indices 

for the Fe‒Fe bonds in 2-edt and 2-edt
-
 are 0.42 and 0.32, respectively, and the 24% 

reduction in the bond order indicates that while the SOMO is primarily phenanthroline-based 

there is also some diiron character. The addition of the second electron affords 2-edt
2-

 whose 
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most stable configuration corresponds to the open-shell triplet; the closed-shell singlet state is 

less stable by 4.2 kcal mol
-1

 and attempts to optimize the structure for an open-shell triplet 

were not successful, collapsing to the aforementioned singlet. The SOMO (Fig. 4, right) is 

very similar in nature to the SOMO of 2-edt
-
, being mainly phenanthroline-based. The second 

singly occupied orbital, SOMO-1 (Fig. 4, left), lies ca. 12 kcal mol
-1

 lower in energy and is 

predominantly iron-iron  in nature. Thus, the second electron populates a metal-based 

orbital, and this electron accession results in a lowering of the energy of the antibonding Fe-

Fe orbital relative to that of the ligand-based SOMO. A result of the population of the 

primarily metal-based orbital is the severe elongation of the Fe‒Fe vector, being calculated at 

3.214 Å in 2-edt
2-

, and whose Wiberg bond index of 0.087 signals minimal bonding 

interaction between the iron atoms. Thus upon addition of the second electron there is a 

significant structural change, leading to cleavage of the iron-iron bond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. SOMO-1 (left) and SOMO (right) of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)]

-
 (2-edt

2-
). The contour plots are 

printed at an isovalue of 0.55. 

 

Electrocatalytic studies  

 

Electrocatalytic proton reduction effected by 1-edt (Fig. 5) and 2-edt (Fig. 6) was 

investigated in MeCN using CF3CO2H as the proton source. Attempts to study the catalysis 

using stronger acids, e.g. HBF4·Et2O or p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TsOH), which were used 

for the catalytic study of 1-pdt, were unsuccessful as both 1-edt and 2-edt degrade rapidly in 

the presence of these acids. Upon addition of one molar equivalent of CF3CO2H, CVs of both 

complexes show two new reduction peaks (at –1.68 and –1.89 V for 1-edt and at –1.70 and –

1.98 V for 2-edt) in addition to the peak at –2.05 V. All three peaks grow with increasing 
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acid concentration, which is characteristic of electrocatalytic proton reduction. However, the 

catalytic peak seen at the reduction potential of the neutral complexes (–2.05 V) disappears as 

the concentration of acid is increased (> 6 equivalents for 1-edt and > 2 equivalents for 2-

edt). This is in contrast with the results obtained for 1-pdt, for which the catalytic peak at the 

reduction potential of the neutral species was the prominent reduction feature throughout the 

experiment. This can be explained by comparing the rate of protonation of the edt and pdt 

complexes. While 1-pdt undergoes slow protonation in the presence of strong acid 

(HBF4·Et2O; pKa  ≈ 0.1 in MeCN)
[62]

, protonation of the edt complexes are relatively fast 

even in the presence of CF3CO2H (pKa ≈ 12.7 in MeCN)
[62]

.  
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Fig. 5. CVs of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) - (a) upon addition of 1-4 equivalents of CF3CO2H, (b) 

upon addition of 1-10 equivalents of CF3CO2H (in MeCN, 1 mM solution, supporting electrolyte [NBu4][PF6], 

scan rate 0.1 Vs
-1

, glassy carbon electrode, potential vs Fc
+
/Fc). Response of 10 equivalents CF3CO2H alone is 

shown with the red dashed line. 
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                                     (a)                                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 6. CVs of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt) - (a) upon addition of 1-4 equivalents of CF3CO2H, (b) 

upon addition of 1-10 equivalents of CF3CO2H (in MeCN, 1 mM solution, supporting electrolyte [NBu4][PF6], 

scan rate 0.1 Vs
-1

, glassy carbon electrode, potential vs Fc
+
/Fc). Response of 10 equivalents CF3CO2H alone is 

shown with the red dashed line. 

 

The first reduction peak in the CVs of 1-edt and 2-edt in the presence of one equivalent of 

CF3CO2H appears ca. 0.35V more positive than the reduction potential of the neutral species 

and are due to the reduction of protonated species (1H
+
-edt and 2H

+
-edt) which are 

responsible for the catalytic current at this potential. The current of the first reduction peak 

levels off at higher acid concentration and reaches a plateau after addition of 6 equivalents of 

acid, which indicates an acid-independent rate-limiting step such as the liberation of H2 under 

these conditions. In contrast, the second reduction wave increases linearly with acid 

concentration indicating another proton reduction process at this potential (Fig. S10).  

 

The catalytic mechanism of 1-pdt proposed by Jones and co-workers is shown in Scheme 

3.
[11]

 Since 1-pdt is protonated slowly by a strong acid (HBF4·Et2O), these authors suggest 

that both 1H
+
-pdt and 1H-pdt are the active electrocatalytic species in solution. Although IR 

spectroscopic data suggest rapid protonation of 1-edt and 2-edt by CF3CO2H, the CVs show 

that some 1-edt is present in solution at low acid concentrations, and it undergoes complete 

protonation only after addition of 7 equivalents of acid in the electrochemical cell. This can 

be attributed to the presence of a large amount of electrolyte, [Bu
t
4N][PF6], in the 

electrochemical cell that reduces the strength of the acid. Thus we propose that 1-edt follows 

the same mechanism proposed for 1-pdt (Scheme 3) at low acid concentrations, but it follows 
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a different mechanism at high acid concentration when 1-edt undergoes rapid protonation by 

CF3CO2H (see below Scheme 4). 

 

 

 

Scheme 3. Proposed mechanisms for the electrocatalytic proton reduction by [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-pdt)] 

(1-pdt).
[11]  

 

In contrast, the peak at the reduction potential of 2-edt disappears after addition of 3 

equivalents of CF3CO2H and the CV shows two reduction peaks associated with 2H
+
-edt. 

Since 2-edt undergoes relatively rapid protonation at low concentration of CF3CO2H, even in 

the presence of a large amount of electrolyte that reduces the strength of CF3CO2H, we 

surmise that it follows a different, but relatively simple, mechanism for electrocatalytic 

proton reduction that is shown in Scheme 4. According to this mechanism, H2 evolution at 

the first reduction potential takes place via either CECE or CEEC pathways (Scheme 4). The 

neutral complex undergoes protonation, followed by reduction, to form the neutral hydride 

species [FeFeH]. This can then either react with a second proton followed by reduction at a 

low potential, or undergo a further reduction at a more negative potential before reacting with 

a second proton, which accounts for the reduction of protons at the potential of the second 

catalytic wave (Scheme 4). However, at low acid concentrations, due to the slow rate of 

protonation, some 1-edt is present and it will follow the same EECC mechanism that has 

been proposed for 1-pdt
[11]

 (Scheme 5). Electrocatalysis of 1-edt and 2-edt with HBF4·Et2O 

were unsuccessful since both degrade upon addition of a slight excess of HBF4·Et2O into the 

electrochemical cell.  
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Scheme 4. Proposed mechanism for the electrocatalytic proton reduction by [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-

edt) and [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt). 

 

 

 

Scheme 5. Proposed mechanism for the catalytic event at the reduction potential of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-

edt)] (1-edt) during electrocatalytic proton reduction at low acid concentrations.
[11]

  

 

Since the cationic hydrides 1H
+
-edt and 2H

+
-edt are the dominant active electrocatalytic 

species in solution for these edt complexes, we have calculated the ground state electronic 

structures of 2H
+
-edt in order to get insight into the role of the diamine in the catalysis, since 

the ligand is involved in the two-electron reduction process of the neutral complexes. As 

discussed above, both 1H
+
-edt and 2H

+
-edt can exist in two isomeric forms (apical-basal and 

dibasal) when protonation is carried out by CF3CO2H. The ground state electronic structure of 

both isomers of 2H
+
-edt have been calculated by DFT methods (Figs. S11 and S12). 

Although the energies of the frontier orbitals of the isomers are quite similar, the orbital 

composition is different. The HOMO of the dibasal isomer contains π character from the 

1,10-phen ligand whereas that of the apical-basal isomer is primarily a metal-based orbital 

with the largest iron contribution originating at the 1,10-phen-substituted iron center. 

Interestingly, the opposite situation is observed for the LUMOs of these isomers, which 

indicates that the frontier orbitals of these cationic hydrides undergo orbital inversion when 
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the diamine moves from dibasal to apical-basal conformation, and vice-versa. Calculations 

also show that the energy required for the conversion of the apical-basal isomer to the dibasal 

isomer is > 35 kcal mol
-1

, which is very high, and a simple tripodal rotation of the ligands at 

the Fe(CO)(phen) moiety is not energetically feasible by this path. Thus, we assume that 

electron transfer to the diiron core during catalysis, involving the cationic hydrides 1H
+
-edt 

and 2H
+
-edt as the active species in solution, also occurs (at least partially) via the diamine 

ligands, a phenomenon that is also observed when the neutral complexes 1-edt and 2-edt are 

the only active catalytic species in solution (Scheme 5).  

 

Conclusions 

 

The diiron complexes [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt) and [Fe2(CO)4(

2
-1,10-

phen)(-edt)] (2-edt) have been synthesized in moderate yields, and their crystal structures 

show that the diamine occupies basal sites in the solid-state for both complexes, while both 

dibasal and apical-basal isomers are present in solution. This is in contrast with what is 

observed for their pdt analogues, which exist only in dibasal form both in the solid state and 

in solution.
[10,11]

 We suggest that in 1-pdt and 2-pdt, the non-bonding interactions between 

the diamine ligand and the extra methylene group of the dithiolate backbone prevents the 

formation of the apical-basal isomer. Both 1-edt and 2-edt readily protonate, but the 

protonated products show limited stability in the presence of air. Protonated 1H
+
-edt and 

2H
+
-edt probably exist in both dibasal and apical-basal forms in the presence of moderately 

strong acid (CF3CO2H), while a single isomer is observed when strong acid (HBF4·Et2O) is 

used as the proton source, indicating that the rate of conversion to the thermodynamically 

more stable isomer depends on the strength of acid. 

 

Both 1-edt and 2-edt show single irreversible oxidation and reduction waves at Ep = –0.18 V 

and Ep = –2.05 V, respectively, in MeCN, the latter being proposed to be a two-electron 

process with one electron being associated with the diiron centre and the second with the 

diamine ligand, a feature also proposed for 1-pdt.
[11]

 DFT calculations on 2-edt show that the 

first electron goes onto the phenanthroline ligand in an orbital with significant π* character. 

The addition of the second electron affords an open-shell triplet dianion upon the population 

of an orbital with significant Fe-Fe * character. This leads to significant lengthening of the 

iron-iron bond and possibly accounts for the observed irreversible two-electron reduction of 
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2-edt resulting from structure-induced orbital inversion. The proton reduction ability of the 

complexes has been studied in MeCN using CF3CO2H as the proton source. These show that 

both complexes are able to catalyse proton reduction in the presence of the moderately strong 

acid CF3CO2H, but the catalytic pathways differ due to the relative ease of protonation. This 

leads to different mechanisms for proton reduction by 2,2′-bipy and 1,10-phen complexes, 

owing to the different rates of protonation. At low acid concentrations, due to the slow 

protonation of 1-edt, both 1H
+
-edt and 1H-edt are proposed to be the active electrocatalytic 

species, a scenario that is similar to that proposed for 1-pdt. In contrast, rapid protonation of 

2-edt even at low acid concentrations suggests that 2H
+
-edt is the only active catalytic 

species during electrocatalytic proton reduction. Theoretical studies indicate that electron 

transfer to the diiron core during catalysis always occurs (at least partially) via the diamine 

ligands in all scenarios. This study reveals that although the electronic impact of both 2,2′-

bipy and 1,10-phen on the diiron core are similar, the resultant diiron complexes undergo 

protonation at different rates, which significantly influence the catalytic pathways followed. 

This may to some extent be a result of the interaction between redox-active diiron and ligand 

centres although further work is required to fully establish this.    

 

Experimental section 

 

General  

 

Unless otherwise noted, all the reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere using 

standard Schlenk techniques. Reagent-grade solvents were dried using appropriate drying 

agents and distilled prior to use by standard methods. Infrared spectra were recorded on a 

Shimadzu FTIR 8101 or Nicolet 6700 FT-IR spectrophotometer. NMR spectra were recorded 

on a Bruker DPX 400 instrument. Elemental analyses were performed by Microanalytical 

Laboratories, University College London and [Fe2(CO)6(-edt)] was prepared by literature 

methods.
[63]

 

 

Synthesis of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-2,2′-bipy)(-edt)] (1-edt)  

 

To an MeCN solution (15 mL) of [Fe2(CO)6(μ-edt)] (100 mg, 0.269 mmol) was added 2,2′-

bipy (42 mg, 0.269 mmol) and Me3NO·2H2O (37 mg, 0.333 mmol) and the mixture was 
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heated at boiling temperature for 1 h. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature, 

and its volume was reduced to 3-4 mL by rotary evaporation. The mixture was passed 

through a short silica column (6 cm) using CH2Cl2 as eluent to remove unreacted Me3NO and 

other undissolved materials. The solution was then transferred into a 100 mL round-bottomed 

flask and again concentrated to 3-4 mL. The addition of a layer of cold hexane over this 

solution and cooling at –20 °C for several days gave dark green crystals of [Fe2(CO)4(κ
2
-2,2′-

bipy)(μ-edt)] (1-edt) (56 mg, 44%). IR (ν(CO), CH2Cl2): 2023m, 2010vs, 1938vs, 1900m, 

1859w cm
-1

; 
1
H NMR (CDCl3): δ 8.87 (d, J 4.4, 2H, major), 8.31 (d, J 2.7, 2H, minor), 8.29 

(d, J 8.4, 2H,  minor), 8.11 (d, J 7.5, 2H, major), 7.93 (t, J 4.1, 2H, minor), 7.79 (t, J 4.5, 2H, 

major), 7.26 (brs, 2H, major + minor), 2.40 (apparent d, J 7.6, 2H, minor), 2.28 (apparent d, J 

7.6, 2H, minor), 2.20 (apparent d, J 7.0, 2H, major), 2.05 (apparent d, J 7.0, 2H, major); Anal. 

calc. for Fe2N2S2O4C16H12.0.5CH2Cl2: C, 38.47, N, 5.44, H, 2.52;  Found C, 38.93, N, 5.51, 

H, 2.42. 

 

Synthesis of [Fe2(CO)4(
2
-1,10-phen)(-edt)] (2-edt)  

 

An MeCN solution (15 mL) of [Fe2(CO)6(μ-edt)] (100 mg, 0.269 mmol), 1,10-phen (49 mg, 

0.272 mmol) and Me3NO·2H2O (37 mg, 0.333 mmol) was heated at boiling temperature for 

1.5 h. A similar workup described as above gave dark green crystals of [Fe2(CO)4(κ
2
-1,10-

phen)(μ-edt)] (2-edt) (43 mg, 32%). IR (ν(CO), CH2Cl2): 2010vs, 1938s, 1900m cm
-1

; 
1
H 

NMR (CDCl3): δ 9.14 (d, J 5.3, 2H, major), 8.63 (d, J 5.3, minor), 8.43 (d, J 7.8, minor), 8.30 

(d, J 7.9, 2H, major), 8.06 (s, minor), 7.96 (s, 2H, major), 7.65 (dd, J 7.9, 5.3, 2H, major), 

2.46 (m, minor), 2.26 (apparent dt, J 7.3, 5.0, 2H, major), 2.11 (apparent dt, J 7.4, 3.8, 2H, 

major); Anal. calc. for Fe2N2S2O4C18H8.2CH2Cl2: C, 36.03, N, 4.20, H, 2.40;  Found C, 35.65, 

N, 4.69, H, 2.19.  

 

Protonation  of 1-edt and 2-edt 

 

2 molar equivalents of CF3CO2H (0.8 μL) was added to a dichloromethane solution of 1-edt 

(2.4 mg, 0.005 mmol) or 2-edt (2.5 mg, 0.005 mmol) at room temperature. The resulted 

solution was then transferred into a solution IR cell fitted with calcium fluoride plates, and a 

series of spectra were recorded as a function of time.  
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Chemical oxidation of 1-edt and 2-edt with [Cp2Fe][BF4]  

 

1 molar equivalents of [Cp2Fe][BF4] (1.4 mg, 0.005 mmol) was added to a dichloromethane 

solution of 1-edt (2.4 mg, 0.005 mmol) or 2-edt (2.5 mg, 0.005 mmol) at room temperature. 

The resulted solution was then transferred into a solution IR cell fitted with calcium fluoride 

plates, and a series of spectra were recorded as a function of time.  

 

Electrochemical Studies  

 

Electrochemistry was carried out either in deoxygenated MeCN with 0.1 M TBAPF6 as the 

supporting electrolyte. All CVs were obtained using a conventional three-electrode cell setup 

under an argon atmosphere. The working electrode was a 3 mm diameter glassy carbon 

electrode that was polished with 0.3 μm alumina slurry prior to each scan. The counter 

electrode was a Pt wire, and the quasi-reference electrode was a silver wire. All CVs were 

referenced to the Fc
+
/Fc redox couple. An Autolab potentiostat (EcoChemie, Netherlands) 

was used for all electrochemical measurements. Catalysis studies were carried out by adding 

equivalents of CF3CO2H (Sigma-Aldrich). 

 

Crystal structure determination of 1-edt and 2-edt  

 

Single crystals of 1-edt and 2-edt were mounted on glass fibres, and all geometric and 

intensity data were taken from these samples using a Bruker SMART APEX CCD 

diffractometer using graphite-monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 150 ± 2 K. 

Data collection, indexing and initial cell refinements were all done using SMART software.
[64]

 

Data reduction were carried out with SAINT PLUS,
[65]

 and absorption corrections applied 

using the programme SADABS
[66]

. Structures were solved by direct methods and developed 

using alternating cycles of least-squares refinement and difference-Fourier synthesis. All non-

hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were located from difference 

maps and refined isotropically. Structure solution used SHELXTL PLUS V6.10 program 

package.
[67]

  

 

Crystallographic data for 1-edt: dark green block, dimensions 0.34 × 0.14 × 0.11 mm
3
, 

orthorhombic, space group Pnma, a = 13.015(1), b = 12.264(1), c = 10.759(1) Å, α = 90, β = 

90, γ = 90
o
, V = 1717.4(3) Å

3
, Z = 4, F(000) 952, dcalc = 1.826 g cm

-3
, μ = 1.958 mm

-1
. 13580 
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reflections were collected, 2191 unique [R(int) = 0.0308]. At convergence, R1 = 0.0249, wR2 = 

0.0609 [I > 2.0σ(I)] and R1 = 0.0268, wR2 = 0.0618 (all data), for 151 parameters. 

 

Crystallographic data for 2-edt: dark green block, dimensions 0.32 × 0.18 × 0.16 mm
3
, 

triclinic, space group P1, a = 10.6863(9), b = 18.224(2), c = 20.886(2) Å, α = 112.523(1), β = 

101.945(1), γ = 92.294(1)
o
, V = 3643.6(5) Å

3
, Z = 8, F(000) 2000, dcalc = 1.809 g cm

-3
, μ = 

1.850 mm
-1

. 31408 reflections were collected, 16665 unique [R(int) = 0.0264]. At convergence, 

R1 = 0.0426, wR2 = 0.1242 [I > 2.0σ(I)] and R1 = 0.0583, wR2 = 0.1410 (all data), for 1009 

parameters. 

 

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

 

All calculations were performed with the hybrid DFT functional B3LYP, as implemented by 

the Gaussian 09 program package.
[68]

 This functional utilizes the Becke three-parameter 

exchange functional (B3),
[69]

 combined with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr 

(LYP).
[70]

 The iron atoms were described by Stuttgart–Dresden effective core potentials (ecp) 

and a SDD basis set, while the 6-31+G(d′) basis set, as implemented in the Gaussian09 

program suite, was employed for the remaining atoms. The geometry-optimized structures 

contain zero imaginary. The computed frequencies were used to make zero-point and thermal 

corrections to the electronic energies; the reported free energies are quoted in kcal mol
-1

. The 

natural charges and Wiberg bond indices reported here were computed using Weinhold’s 

natural bond orbital (NBO) program, as executed by Gaussian 09.
[71,72]

 The geometry-

optimized structures have been drawn with the JIMP2 molecular visualization and 

manipulation program.
[73,74]
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

 

Additional electrochemical and computational information are given in Figs. S1-S12. CCDC 

1454073 and 1454074 contain the supplementary crystallographic data for 1-edt and 2-edt 

respectively. These data can be obtained free of charge via 

http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/conts/retrieving.html, or from the Cambridge Crystallographic 

Data Centre, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK; fax: (+44) 1223-336-033; or e-mail: 

deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk 
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